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Word Games 
 

As Rich Stanton wrote for Eurogamer, “word puzzles operate in a hinterland. It's not that 

they necessarily educate or improve the vocabulary of players, but there's some 

optimistic part of your brain that thinks they might.” These games are a source of 

entertainment however theyʼve also been used as an education tool for improving 

spelling and building a larger vocabulary. 

 

Flip Words 

 

“If Boggle and Wheel of Fortune had a 

child, its name would be Flip Words” 

(Tracy). In Flip Words, your objective is to 

click on letters to make words and 

discover phrases or names. If you 

recognize the phrase, you can guess the 

phrase or reveal all the letters for a 

bonus. It does have a hint of Hangman, 

which adds a little bit of strategy to the 

play since only the first letter of a correct word is added to the phrase-revealing panel.  

 

One of the most fun features is that the possible phrases are endless since you can 

always download new ones and even contribute with your own. Thereʼs no pressure of 

time, which can be enjoyable for some and boring to others. Also, Flip Words have only 

one game mode and one difficulty setting, no multiplayer mode, and no online play. 

Personally, I liked that the game let me focus on words and doesnʼt rush me into bad 

decisions. Iʼm not sure if that trait can still be pleasurable once the player gains mastery. 

Finally, Iʼm not a big fan of the art direction of the game. I briefly checked Flip Words 2 

and the same unappealing design decisions were kept: color scheme, typography, and 

effects (glow, shadows, bevels, blinking lights are all there). 
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SpellTower 

 

SpellTower appeared to be a word game like 

any other. However, it is actually a very 

refreshing and addictive mix of Tetris and 

Boggle. “The basic layout is a grid made up 

of letters, and you can link any letter to any 

surrounding it in order to trace out words: 

backwards, diagonals, everything's up for 

grabs” (Stanton). It has various modes: 

Tower mode, where all the available tiles are 

visible and your goal is to score high. No rush 

here. Puzzle mode is more dynamic; an 

entire row of letters is added when you make 

a word. When the tower of characters hits the 

top, the game is over. Ex Puzzle mode is a 

harder version of the previous mode. If you enjoy pressure, then Rush mode is for you, 

rows are added whether you make words or not. Battle mode makes it interesting, in a 

very Tetris way, by forming words on your screen, you send letter tiles to your opponent. 

 

It is also a very good-looking game; its simplicity makes the experience a lot more 

enjoyable. I also enjoy that it lets the player to choose among different levels of pressure 

and stress, from the tranquility of Tower Mode to the nerve wrecking Rush mode. It 

wasnʼt a surprise when Sascha Segan wrote for PcMag, “I'll slap 4.5 stars and an 

Editor's Choice on this addictive little time-waster.” 
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